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Abstract: Stents are usually defined as small tubular structures that are inserted into the diseased region which provide 

mechanical support of damaged artery or some other hollow organ to restore lumen and blood flow conditions in arteries. 

Recently developed stents may accumulate functions; for example, they can be used for drug delivery or for treatment of 

bleeding esophageal varices. Further clinical failures such as crushing, removing, restenosis are some of the most serious 

reasons for continuing stent improvements. Therefore, our research study has the design and manufacture of an auxetic 

structure with enhanced mechanical properties through the tailored negative Poisson’s ratio, and its configuration as an 

auxetic stent to be used for example in the palliative treatment of esophageal cancer and for the prevention of dysphagia as the 

main objective. Background: The use of stents for esophageal diseases has evolved greatly over the past 30 years. Esophageal 

cancer is the growth of cancer cells in the esophagus tube which usually originates in the inner layers of the lining of the 

esophagus and grows outward. In time, the tumor can obstruct the passage of food and liquid, making swallowing painful and 

difficult. Since most patients are not diagnosed until the late stages of the disease, esophageal cancer is associated with poor 

quality of life and low survival rates. Method: This research study is organized in three parts devoted to fabrication of auxetic 

structure and stent samples, experimental testing and discussion of results. For this purpose a model of an auxetic 

rotating-square geometry with a circular hole structure is developed by laser cutting apolyurethane sheet. The 

auxeticoesophageal stent was made by folding and gluing the auxetic sheet (with rigid squares and circular holes) into a 

cylindrical shape. Combined videoextensometry with compressive and tensile testing are employed to determine the 

deformation response of the auxetic sheet and stent to obtain stress-strain curves and estimation of Poisson’s 

ratio.Conclusions:  The stenting outcomes are improved through mechanical design with tailored negative Poisson’s ratio 

through cell geometry of the esophagus stent. Theauxetic stent geometry of rotating squares with circular holes will be lighter 

in weight; reduces obstruction and food impaction because of its unique deformation mechanism; and can reduces migration 

of the implant stent by embedding inside the tissue. 

Keywords: Negative Poisson’s Ratio, AuxeticStents, Synclastic Property of Materials,  

Rotating Squares Geometry with Holes 

 

1. Introduction 

The esophagus is the tube that runs from the mouth to the 

stomach and it carries food we swallow to our stomach to be 

digested.  Esophageal cancer is the growth of cancer cells in 

this tube and cancer occurs when cells in the body divide out 

of control. If cells keep dividing, a mass of tissue forms and 

these are called growths or tumors.  If the tumor is malignant, 

it is cancer and it can invade nearby tissue and spread to 

other parts of the body [1]. Esophageal tumors usually lead 

to dysphagia (difficulty swallowing), pain and other 

symptoms [2] and usually originate in the inner layers of the 

lining of the esophagus and grow outwards. There  isgreat 

variability in the incidence of esophageal cancer with regard 

to geography, ethnicity, and gender. The overall incidence is 

increasing [3] and about 13,000 new cases of esophageal 

cancer are diagnosed in the United States each year. During 

the same 12-month period, 12,000 people die of this disease. 

It strikes between five and ten North Americans per 100,000. 

In some areas of China the cancer is endemic. In general, 

esophageal cancer occurs more frequently in men than in 

women. Treatment for esophageal cancer is determined by 

the stage of the disease and the patient's general health. The 

most important distinction to make is whether the cancer is 

curable. If the cancer is in the early stages, cure may be 

possible. If the cancer is advanced than in addition to surgery, 



 

chemotherapy, and radiation, palliative measures can 

provide symptomatic relief.  Stents are used as a safe and 

effective alternative surgery to improve quality of life for 

patients. For example dilatation of the narrowed portion of 

the esophagus with soft tubes can provide short

of dysphagia and placement of a flexible stent [4] as 

illustrated in Figure 1, is useful in allowing more food intake. 

The following section gives a brief overview of stent 

designs. 

Figure 1. Esophageal cancer affecting the lower esophagusboth before and 

after placement of a stent(left) and some examples 

1.1. Stent Design Overview 

Hollow tubes or stents placed inside malignant strictures 

can maintain a patent lumen and alleviate 

insertion of tubes made of plastic materials has been 

successful,but associated with a ≤15% risk of acute 

complications during insertion, particularly esophageal 

perforation [5-6]. Recently developed

stents as shown in Figure 1(right) [7] are 

but they are much easier to insert with a significantly lower 

rate of acute complications. Current stent technology 

typically utilizes a wire-guided delivery device to pass a 

compressed and constrained mesh stent across t

treated. Metal stents have become popular for the palliation 

of patients with malignant esophageal obstruction, 

especially patients with a poor prognosis [8

more than 100 types of stent are available on the market [12], 

classified in accordance with their clinical use (vascular or 

nonvascular, coronary or peripheral). From the more 

technical point of view the stents may be differentiated by 

material, form of material and design. The two main groups 

are balloon-expandable and self-expandingstents[13

The balloon-expandable stents are manufactured with a 

smaller diameter and, after delivery, they are dilated with a 

balloon. Thus the material used must be able to be plastically 

deformed and to remain in the expanded shape. It 

should have a low yield stress. On the other hand, 

self-expanding stents are manufactured so that their rest 

diameter is greater than the inner diameter of the target 

structure. The material used should have in the ideal case a 

low elastic modulus and a high yield stress [15

has been found that enhanced mechanical properties of 

smart materials tailored through a negative Poisson’s ratio, 

called auxetic materials, are beneficial in stent design. These 

materials have high shear modulus, for example w

Poisson’s ratio approaches , the shear modulus 

substantially exceeds the Young’s modulus. A small Young’s 

modulus combined with large toughness, stiffness without 

brittleness, synclasticbehaviour and resilient nature make 
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nonvascular, coronary or peripheral). From the more 

technical point of view the stents may be differentiated by 

material, form of material and design. The two main groups 

expandingstents[13-14]. 

expandable stents are manufactured with a 

smaller diameter and, after delivery, they are dilated with a 

balloon. Thus the material used must be able to be plastically 

deformed and to remain in the expanded shape. It means it 

should have a low yield stress. On the other hand, 

expanding stents are manufactured so that their rest 

diameter is greater than the inner diameter of the target 

structure. The material used should have in the ideal case a 

and a high yield stress [15-16].  Also, it 

that enhanced mechanical properties of 

a negative Poisson’s ratio, 

in stent design. These 

, for example when 

, the shear modulus 

Young’s modulus. A small Young’s 

modulus combined with large toughness, stiffness without 

brittleness, synclasticbehaviour and resilient nature make 

auxetic materials good candidate

industry. The next section describes a brief introduction of 

auxetic materials. 

1.2. AuxeticMaterials 

Many materials (a rubber band, for example

maintain their volume when stretched 

However the materials with negative Poisson's ratio called 

auxetic materials become wider when stretched[17]. Auxetic 

structures can have enhanced and improved properties 

conventional materials such as increased indentation 

resistance, good absorption properties (acoustic absorption), 

and higher fracture toughness [18

aware of the existence of auxetic materials for over a 

hundred years.For example, Love [20] presented an example 

of a cubic single crystal pyrite as h

-0.14. Some very important biological materials are auxetic 

too. The first material to be considered was skin

been found that several types of skin possess a negative 

Poisson's ratio such as cat skin 

salamander skin [23]. A further natural auxetic material that 

has been studied and predicted to have a negative Poisson's 

ratio is the load-bearing cancellous bone from human shins 

[24]. Another example of a tissue that demonstrates a 

negative Poisson's ratio is the arterial endothelium when 

subjected to both wall shear stresses and a cyclic 

circumferential strain due to pulsatile blood flow [25].  A 

scaffold made out of an auxetic material (an auxetic scaffold) 

would expand and contract in tande

resulting from the cyclical pressures from pulsatile blood 

flow. Thus, an auxetic scaffold that exhibits concurrent axial 

and transverse expansion (contraction) would likely better 

integrate with native tissues and better promote clinica

tissue regeneration. Other examples where auxetic 

constructs could be useful are in myocardial tissue 

engineering (as an auxetic cardiac patch), skin and fat tissue 

engineering and in wound management (e.g., auxetic 

medical sutures) [26-29]. Further, the

incorporate artificial devices such as bone and joint 

replacements, dental prostheses, implanted sensors and heart 

valves into the human body, has sharply focused attention on 

to the compatibility of the materials from which such

devices are made with human physiology and chemistry. 

Therefore, it is a major current challenge in biomaterials to 

develop implants that are truly permanent and, to design and 

manufacture such materials to make them maximally

compatible with living tissue.

demonstrate that polyuretha

Poisson's ratio offer a huge potential in biomedical 

applications such as the fabrication of stents

implants and prostheses. 

With the above background the design and man

an auxetic structure and its 

stent to be used, for example

esophagealcancer, and for the prevention of dysphagia is 

targeted in this study.  For this purpose a model of an 

auxeticrotating-square geometry with a circular hole 
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tic materials good candidates for the biomedical 
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resulting from the cyclical pressures from pulsatile blood 

flow. Thus, an auxetic scaffold that exhibits concurrent axial 

and transverse expansion (contraction) would likely better 

integrate with native tissues and better promote clinical 

tissue regeneration. Other examples where auxetic 

constructs could be useful are in myocardial tissue 

engineering (as an auxetic cardiac patch), skin and fat tissue 

engineering and in wound management (e.g., auxetic 
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Poisson's ratio offer a huge potential in biomedical 
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With the above background the design and manufacture of 

 configuration into an auxetic 

for example, in the palliative treatment of 

esophagealcancer, and for the prevention of dysphagia is 

targeted in this study.  For this purpose a model of an 

square geometry with a circular hole 
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structure is developed by laser cutting 

sheet. The motivation of this work is inspired by an auxetic 

structure configured as an esophageal stent with potential to 

be used for the palliative treatment of esophageal cancer [30] 

employing anauxetic (rotating squares) geometry 

theoretically predicted in [31]. Therefore, the main focus in 

our research study is to acquire the mechanical properties of 

the auxetic rotating solid squares geometry with circu

holes and without holes (solid squares) based on an 

arrangement involving rigid squares connected together at 

their vertices by hinges. Each unit cell contains four squares, 

each square contains four vertices, and two vertices 

correspond to one hinge. The following is the methodology 

and modeling technique, and the discussion of the results.

3. Method and Solution 

3.1. Design of the AuxeticStructure 

The arrangement involves rigid squares with circular 

holes (i.e., rotating-square geometry) connected toge

their vertices through hinges by using computerized 

numerical control (CNC) guided laser cutting machine. A 

rotating-square geometry as illustrated in Figure 2(left), was 

designed using the SolidWorks engineering software. 

Polyurethane sheets (210mm × 297mm × 2mm) were used 

to prepare samples using the laser cutter (World lasers 

LR1612) see Figure 2 (right).  5% power of the 40W CO

laser beam with the beam speed of 10mms

work. The corner power used in this work is 2% of the main 

beam.   

Figure 2. A rotating-square geometry with holes (left), World lasers 

LR1612 (right) 

Figure 3. Cylindrical shaped stents fabricated from auxetic

rotating solid squares (left) and rotating solid squares with holes (right).

The Auxeticesophageal polyurethane stent was made by 

folding the polyurethane sheet (with rigid squares and 

circular holes) into a cylindrical shape. UHU super glue w

used to adjoin the edges of the sheets to make the cylinder as 

shown in Figure 3. The dimensions of 

234mm long, internal diameter 38 mm, outer diameter 42 
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ne stent was made by 

ne sheet (with rigid squares and 

circular holes) into a cylindrical shape. UHU super glue was 

used to adjoin the edges of the sheets to make the cylinder as 

dimensions of the stents were 

234mm long, internal diameter 38 mm, outer diameter 42 

mm(Figure 3 left), and 170mm long, internal diameter

mm and outer diameter 53 mm

3.2. Mechanical Properties Characterisation

3.2.1. Tensile Tests 

AnInstron 3369 mechanical testing machine, at a cross 

head speed of 2mm/min up to

the tensile tests as shown in Figure 4

characterisationcomprised axial and transverse strains for 

Poisson' ratio estimation under uniaxial tension. The 

percentage  longitudinal strain with corresponding value of 

applied load was measured to analyse the elastic and plastic 

deformation behaviour under uniaxial tensile load of the 

auxetic sheets of 205(×)185(×)2mm and 250(×)180(×)2mm 

sheets with end tabs. The load

recorded on the InstronPC for 

solid square and rotating square

corresponding values of engineering stres

calculated by using equation (1). The depicted stress

curve is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 4. Instron 3369 mechanical testing machine and auxetic

end tabs for tensile tests. 

Figure 5. Comparison of stress-strain curves for rotating 

rotating squares with circular holes 

The hysteresis present in the 

5 shows that upon removal of the

not return to their original position

plastic deformation. It is noticed that 

is less in theauxetic structure with holes compared to 

auxetic structure without holes
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mm(Figure 3 right).       

Mechanical Properties Characterisation 

AnInstron 3369 mechanical testing machine, at a cross 

up to 2mm extensionwas used for 

the tensile tests as shown in Figure 4.Mechanical properties 

axial and transverse strains for 

Poisson' ratio estimation under uniaxial tension. The 

percentage  longitudinal strain with corresponding value of 

applied load was measured to analyse the elastic and plastic 

under uniaxial tensile load of the 

auxetic sheets of 205(×)185(×)2mm and 250(×)180(×)2mm 

sheets with end tabs. The load-displacement data were 

for sheets comprising rotating 

solid square and rotating squares with circular holes, and 

corresponding values of engineering stress and strain were 

equation (1). The depicted stress-strain 

 

 and                      (1) 

 

Instron 3369 mechanical testing machine and auxetic sheets with 

 

strain curves for rotating solid squares and 

 

present in the stress –strain graphs in Figure 

upon removal of the tensile load the samplesdo 

original positions (origin), which indicates 

plastic deformation. It is noticed that the plastic deformation 

auxetic structure with holes compared to the 

holes in the squares. 



 

3.2.2. The Compressive Stress-Strain Behaviour

Combined videoextensometry and compression testing 

wasemployed to determine the axial compression response of 

the auxetic stent. The auxetic stent samples with the geometry 

of solid squares and squares with ci

subjected to an axial compression using an Instron 3369 

testing machine as illustrated in Figure 6. The stents were 

placed between the parallel compression plates of the 

machine and compressed at a constant cross

mm/min whilst simultaneously undertaking axial and 

transverse compression measurements from the movement of 

fiducial markers placed on the auxetic stents using a 

MESSPHYSIK ME 46 videoextensometer. 

was tested 3 times and the average value of Poiss

from the videoextensometrydata wa

compressive stress-strain behaviour of the 

all three tests on each stentare shown in Figure 7 and Figure 

Figure 7. Compressive stress

Figure 8. Compressive stress

The stress – strain curves of both auxetic stents due to 

compressive testingshow hysteresis during loading and 

relaxing. In all the three tests the curves 

original position, showing plastic deformation of 

stents. The Poisson's ratio of the stent samples 
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wasemployed to determine the axial compression response of 

The auxetic stent samples with the geometry 

of solid squares and squares with circular holes were 

subjected to an axial compression using an Instron 3369 

testing machine as illustrated in Figure 6. The stents were 

placed between the parallel compression plates of the 

machine and compressed at a constant cross-head speed of 2 

ilst simultaneously undertaking axial and 

transverse compression measurements from the movement of 

fiducial markers placed on the auxetic stents using a 

MESSPHYSIK ME 46 videoextensometer. Each stent sample 

and the average value of Poisson’s ratio 

data was estimated. The 

the auxetic stents for 

shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.  

Figure 6. The compressive tests of the auxetic stent

and videoextensometry – rotating solid squares (top) and squar

circular holes (bottom) 

ompressive stress-strain curves for auxetic stent ofrotating squares with circular holes.

Compressive stress-strain curves for auxetic stent of rotating squares without circular holes.

strain curves of both auxetic stents due to 

hysteresis during loading and 

. In all the three tests the curves do not return to the 

plastic deformation of the auxetic 

he Poisson's ratio of the stent samples was 

calculated from the videoextensometry data using equation 

(2):  
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The compressive tests of the auxetic stent samples using instron 

rotating solid squares (top) and squares with 

 

ing squares with circular holes. 

 

strain curves for auxetic stent of rotating squares without circular holes. 

xtensometry data using equation 

                                   (2) 
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where εy and εx are the transverse and axial strains, respecti

vely. 

The maximum Poisson’s ratio calculated for stent with 

circular holes and without circular holes is shown in Table 

1.The average Poisson’s ratio is calculated as 

for auxetic stent with holes and 

auxetic stent without holes. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we have reported fabrication and 

experimental studies of auxetic esophageal stent

solid squares and rotating squarea with circular holes 

enhanced mechanical properties through the tailored 

negative Poisson’s ratio. The stents with the geometry of 

rotating squares with holes having average Poisson’s ratio 

 are lighter in weight compared to auxetic 

stents without holes having Poissons’s ratio 

.    

4.1. Study Highlights 

4.1.1. What Is Current Knowledge 

Stents are often used as a safe and effective alte

surgery or repetitive endoscopic procedures to improve 

quality of life for patients with esophageal or gastric cardia 

cancer. The recent developments of self

stents and self-expanding metal stents, 

for esophageal pathology can be safe and cost effective. 

However, the potential complications of e

include stent migration, obstruction from tumour ingrowth 

or overgrowth and food impaction. There is a need to 

improve designs of stents that should overcome the 

problems encountered with the existing stents.

4.1.2. What Is New In Our Research Study

The stenting outcomes are improved through mechanical 

design with tailored negative Poisson’s ratio through cell 

geometry of the esophagus stent. The property of getting 

wider when stretched for anauxetic stent along with 

enhanced mechanical properties such as synclasticbehaviour 

and stiffness without brittleness can help minimize the 

stresses. The auxetic stent comprising rotating square

circular holes is lighter in weight.  It can be helpful to reduce 

the obstruction and food impaction because of its large 

(expandable) diameter due to the auxetic

mechanism. Also, it can achieve improved

the surrounding tumour tissue inside the esophagus.  

auxetic stent can achieve a good grip with tumour tissue by 

embedding inside the tissue and can reduce migration of 

implant stent.Further developments

collaboration with researchers with interests in

devices together with local health authorities, design and 

manufacturing companies relating to the compatiability of 

the auxetic stent with circular holes. 
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are the transverse and axial strains, respecti

The maximum Poisson’s ratio calculated for stent with 

circular holes and without circular holes is shown in Table 

1.The average Poisson’s ratio is calculated as 

 in the case of 

reported fabrication and 

experimental studies of auxetic esophageal stents of rotating 

with circular holes having 

enhanced mechanical properties through the tailored 

negative Poisson’s ratio. The stents with the geometry of 

average Poisson’s ratio of

in weight compared to auxetic 

ents without holes having Poissons’s ratio of

Stents are often used as a safe and effective alternative to 

surgery or repetitive endoscopic procedures to improve 

ients with esophageal or gastric cardia 

cancer. The recent developments of self-expanding plastic 

expanding metal stents, and stent placement 

for esophageal pathology can be safe and cost effective. 

However, the potential complications of esophageal stenting 

include stent migration, obstruction from tumour ingrowth 

or overgrowth and food impaction. There is a need to 

improve designs of stents that should overcome the 

problems encountered with the existing stents. 

search Study 

The stenting outcomes are improved through mechanical 

design with tailored negative Poisson’s ratio through cell 

geometry of the esophagus stent. The property of getting 

auxetic stent along with 

roperties such as synclasticbehaviour 

and stiffness without brittleness can help minimize the 

rotating squares with 

circular holes is lighter in weight.  It can be helpful to reduce 

because of its large 

the auxeticdeformation 

achieve improved anchorage with 

the surrounding tumour tissue inside the esophagus.  to the 

a good grip with tumour tissue by 

embedding inside the tissue and can reduce migration of the 

developments will include 

with interests in biological 

together with local health authorities, design and 

the compatiability of 

Table 1. The Maximum Poisson’s ratio calculated for Stent with 

holes 

Experimental Data 
Stent with hole

Poisson’s ratio

Test 01(gradient 

testing) 
-0.6

Test 02 -0.98

Test 03 -0.98

Test 01(based 

equation 2) 
-0.71

Test 02 -0.66

Test 03 -0.73

Test01 

(Videoextensometry) 
-0.34

Test 02 -0.76

Test 03 -1.03

Average -0.76
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